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that lives up to your expectations. 

Find out more at IBM’s If your BS or MS degree is in EE, CS, ME or 
CAREER INFORMATION coh you have specialized in MIS or 

technical writing—come to this informative 
AND SIGN-UP DAY session on November 6th. Learn about 
Tuesday, November 6th, 9 am-4 pm challenging career opportunities all over the 
in Union South—Main Ballroom. country. Then, on-the-spot, you can schedule 

_ a convenient interview for either November 
8 ; 5 7th or 8th. 

Don't miss this opportunity to meet with us, : ; ; 
have some refreshments, and talk informally Casual attire. But don't forget to bring 3 
about your career goals and how we can copies of your resume. U.S. citizenship or per- 
meet them. manent residence is required for interviews. 

An equal opportunity employer
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The Three Faces of Failure 

by Scott Paul be thrown into the sink or swim pool 
that is engineering school. You could 
sink (go to business school). Or you 

“I’m in engineering,” I said. The girl might survive. But there are many 
smiled, took a sip of her beer, and st nO ways to swim. You could race, dog- 
walked away. 7 \ V7 ARK paddle, or just float there. Each person 

It’s not easy to be an engineer. a A b a 7 has his own style. 
To do particularly well in anything, You will bein an environment where 

especially engineering, an individual ) you will be forced to make more impor- 
must be deeply committed to what he sy uw tant decisions than you have ever made. 
is doing. He must be willing to spend a ~ r The work will be harder than any you 
great deal of time to do well at all in = _ have ever seen before. It will be the 
school. He must apply himself to his © busiest time of your life. And to top it 
work with great concentration and = off you have to face more emotional 

self-discipline. = stress than you thought anybody could 
The ideal place to do this is in an J = survive. 

environment totally free from distrac- 3 Going to college without having a 
tions. UW-Madison could possibly be clear idea of what you want to accomp- 
the most difficult place in the entire lish is a bit like jumping out of an air- 
world to buckle down in and study = =——————————---—______"——————- plane without a parachute. You may 
hard all the time. There is something have a good time flying around on the 
fun or something interesting going on No matter what you do or way down, but when you hit bottom-- 
all the time. Partaking in all the activi- how you do there will always that’s it. 
ties offered at UW-Madison is a very besome people who will look Most companies have some idea of 
appetizing suggestion--but, likeeating at you and say, “there’s a what they consider to be an ideal stu- 

eve berries, ttcouldbefatal, = sevewed up failure if ever | nt. A person with an ultra-high 
you run about and get involved in as grade point will usually get hired, but 

too many activities, go out too many SaW one. students who have good grades and 
nights, talk to your friends too often, —_ so were involved in one or two significant 
and too long, you will fail. You will this he closed many doors -- left areas extracurricular activities are prime 
receive poor grades in your classes. of himself unexplored. He sacrificed choices for employment also. 
You may be able to squeak into engi- _ time, social activities, and more. He There is no ideal college career. No 
neering and graduate, but if your may come to deeply regret having matter what you door how you do there 
grades are marginal when you gradu- _ cheated himself out of the best years of will always be some people who will be 
ate it will be difficult to get an em- his life. Failure. able to look at you and say, “There’s a 
ployer to read past the line that dis- Many students try a path that is screwed up failure if ever I saw one.” 
plays your GPA. Ifyou getajobatallit more to the middle of the road. They But you do what you do for yourself. 
is quite possible that it may be a willdoasmuch work as is necessary to You will not be a failure if you sueceed 
nowhere job where you are stuck ina get reasonable grades, and then try to in meeting your personal goals. You 
career rut for thirty years. Failure. enjoy as much time as is left over. This must think about this. You must choose 
Now let’s look at the graduating does work for many people, but there your path carefully because the ground 

superstar. If he graduates with a high are many ways to perceive this. One around here isn’t too solid at times. But 
enough grade point then he can virtu- might say that he has made his college choose you must, and you are most 
ally name his job with the corporation career a compromise, dabbling in likely to make good decisions that you 
of his choice, work his way up the many things, becoming a broader per- can live with if you take the time to 
ladder, and make wheelbarrows fullof son, but excelling at nothing. Failure. carefully consider what you are going 
money. Success. The point of this article is not to to do here. 

But at what price was this suecess encourage you to drop out of college, 
purchased. He made his career hislife, rather, it isa warning. You are facing First and always, aman must be able 
and as a result was able to become the a crossroads where you will decide to live with himself and what he has 
best at what he did. But when he did what way your life will turn. You will done. Oo 
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An engineering degree will take you far in today’s you'll learn leadership and management skills that can’t 
high-tech Army. And with an Army ROTC scholarship, help but enhance your opportunities in the future. 
earning that degree can be both less expensive and more And you'll put your skills to work right away, 
valuable. because you re commissioned in the Army as a second 

The scholarship not only pays your entire tuition, lieutenant when you graduate. 
regardless of the amount, but also required fees, an amount If you’d like an education in leadership and manage- 
for books and supplies, and up to $1,000 each school year ment to go along with your engineering degree, find 
for living expenses. out more about Army ROTC. Contact your Professor of 

It's an excellent scholarship. And it gets you a lot Military Science at the Univ. of Wisconsin, 262-2236. 
more than an engineering degree. Along with your regular ARMY ROTC 
courses, you'll take Army ROTC classes and learn about . 
motivating people, analyzing situations, making confident, BE ALLYOU CAN BE 
informed decisions, and reaching defined goals. In short, 2 
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What Changes Would You Make in 
e @ 

the College of Engineering? 
ETN CE NTS) 

by Todd W. Wallinger __ This included putting more emphasis 
How many times have you wished GEE OLR RE on design and applications, having 

you could make a change in the College GEER et coche more opportunity for actual engineer- 
of Engineering to improve your educa- A SDES ee ee poe ele od ing experience, and providing more 
tion? If you’re normal (and who ever fone eee information a Hott the types of work 
said engineers were normal?), you [Sieh eo nero auiel engineers do. “Through my experience, 
could probably name half a dozen rs aioe eed I think that one of the best ways to 
changes you'd like to see. An informal Snes = learn is through hands-on applications 
poll of engineering students here at ey ork. All of the knowledge that is IW-Mad City was taken this s eres oo Work: Ort : ; UW-Mad ¢ ity was taken this summer eo learned academically is not so easily 
to determine what changes students cA applied to actual situations. Also, I feel 
felt were the most important. The re- “ that when a person is doing something 
sponses included a wide variety of himself, he has a better understanding 
suggestions, proving once again how 2 ofit ¢han just the vicarious knowledge 

different people can be. 2 from a book.” “The major problem is 

“The biggest problem | have 2 the lack of information about the given 

had as an undergraduate is L = field a SPREE ad aes ee 

the feeling that there is no ecture IA& 5 ties and che cone" are there but they 
one here who really shows © \know little about the actual work they 
that they care | am here.” The third most mentioned sugges- would be doing or type of courses they 

———— tion was improving the quality of the would be taking. By presenting the 
The most popular response was to faculty. Thirteen of the 90(14%) offered actual job and class description to new 

have more individual attention from this. Some of the recommended that freshmen or even high school seniors 
professors and other instructors, men- higher wages for the faculty would much of the problem would be elimin- 
tioned by 18 of the 90 people (or 20%) in help, by enabling the University to ated.” 
the poll. This included opportunity to attract the best instructors. Others Another big complaint was with the 

speak with professors. Typical answers said that getting TA’s that spoke bet- _ current registration system. Five (5%) 
were: “The biggest problem I have had ter English would be a way to accomp- of the students thought a computerized 
as an undergraduate is the feeling that lish this, and several thought that put- system would greatly improve regis- 

there is no one who really shows that ting more emphasis on the teaching _ tration. “I would change the registra- 
they care I am here.” “The ability of functions of professors, as opposed to tion system to a computer system. So 
students to speak directly with a pro- research, would help. “I believe that often classes fill up and astudent has to 

fessor will have a great effect on atti- the quality of teaching and the availa- hassle with scheduling changes. Why 

tude.” “It seems easier to get the mes- bility of classes would greatly improve not have people register before the 
sage if you're closer to the professor.” if the professors were paid a wage professors are assigned to classes?” 

The second most popular change comparable to that of other large uni- Another suggestion (voiced by four 
was to have a more well-rounded cur- versities.” “There should be more of the students) was to improve the 
riculum, mentioned by 15 (17%) of the faculty members for most departments fairness of the education, whether by 
respondents. Emphasis was placed by with fewer teaching assistants. Most of having more consistent exam and 
the majority on classes developing them know the subject matter but they grading policies, or by discouraging 

speaking and writing skills. Some don’t seem to communicate it well cheating more. A typical response was: 

comments were: “I would recommend enough.” “The best advice I could give “There seems to be a very large varia- 
that students take courses from other _ is to separate a professor’s responsibil- tion in the style of teaching and grad- 
schools in the university to broaden ity of research from teaching. Too ing among UW TA’s. Individuality is 
their education and make them aware many times I have had professor’s who something that can’t (and shouldn’t) be 
of different areas other than engineer- _ gave theimpression that theirstudents discouraged, but I think it creates 
ing.” “Courses outside of engineering were just another chore and that their problems when combined with the 
can break the monotony of technical research was most important. If the straight curve employed in the College 
classes and also provide opportunities professor has such a negative attitude of Engineering. Drop the straight 
to meet people in other disciplines.” about the course, it is difficult for the curve and I believe that such problems 
“The emphasis on technical courses is students to be enthusiastic.” as we’ve all faced can be somewhat 
important, but it seems as though we’re Also a suggestion made by thirteen alleviated.” 
forgetting the actual need, as humans, students was to make engineering 
to deal with humans.” education at the UW more practical. (continued on page 20) 
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| oo — «-: first must be a listener. the capabilities of micro- 
i ‘ i % processor-based instrumen- 
oe ee. . v Travenol Laboratories is tation. We are using CAD/ 
os . W * known throughout the world CAM techniques in new and | 
ee y re for its aggressive new better ways. We are creating 
Ps ee i ee; product and technology solutions to problems. 
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R iting Fact 
LL a NT LT) 

by Monica Sund and Chemical Engineering had 25%or ments was $2190/month, or $26,280/ 
more of their graduates seeking em- year. The highest median offer ac- 

“What.are the chances of getting # ployment but were without job offers. cepted was in Metallurgical & Mineral 
job through the placement office? Chemical Engineering’s high “with- Engineering, $2358/month and the 

ee : iB ! Soe ae out offers” percentage can be explain- lowest was in Civil Engineering at 
What would be the starting salary? : : PT ORE 

Ficcmareces sme dna he bsawe eae See 4 ed, in part, by the petroleum industry’s $1955/month. Where would I work?” These are just a f : S . . . 
ge et Fi yee . . unsteady economic history. Another Some graduates continued their 
few of the questions students have i ‘ . oe . oe wil ne . ies . reason why some of these people were education, receiving masters or docto- pondered momentarily throughout oe : . 7 en, 

s ait without offers could be due to grade- rates with fairly substantial increases 
their education. : as . ns og ji ; a act . si 3 point average. The class might have in salary. An engineering student who 

The Engineering Placement Office : : 
on the University of Wisconsin-Madi- had an unusually large percentage of has received an M.B.A. had an average 
on CaMus Gt las statiaties ei >a low G.P.A. students. Companies at this offer of $2531/month. Referring back 
. = wy y p ia ae & = level of hiring often have nothing else to the study by the Detroit Institute, 
duating students and companies that ’ ae . x 9 zi . 
aye; eats Marner etatiatine ota, but gradepoint to distinguish one stu- Co-op graduates’ starting salaries were 
are interviewing. These statistics give Cee 

: . panne : dent from another. 9% higher than for other college gra- 
past records of companies and gradu- Another factor influencins employ duates 
ates so that you can anticipate the ORNSP 1acho Heneng eMp!oy ” 
a di aaa Chart #1: Recruiting Facts For 1983-84 Academic Year. 

eC LISo-O4 acader : Vear. Ve 'cen- 

tered on companies that hired gradu- AgE ChE CE EE EM IE ME M&ME NE Summary 
ates and their needs, and on the gradu- # Grads 17 99 84 228 31 59 204 32 4 758 
ates of the College of Engineering. ales O Ne ollege O ginee £ # Accept 

> SS Employment 4 42 30 141 2 32 103 12 2 368 

# Employer 

A more stable job market is Requests 13 110 45 266 44 80 251 44 23 876 

predicted if Reagan is re-  # Requests 
elected in November. If Walter # Grads 76 1.11 54 1.47 1.42 1.35 1.23 1.38 5.75 1.16 
Mondale is elected it is likely — Median Offer 
businesses will delay hiring Accepted * 2255 1955 2235 * 2100 2173 2358 * 2190 
until they are certain how the — Without Offer 3 27 14 15 11 8 51 8 O- 137 
economy will respond. # Continue 

Education In 

Engineering 3 1 9 23 5 2 14 4 1 72 

Many of these graduates, 357 to be — # Continue 
exact, accepted employment. 141 of | Education In 
the acceptances were from Electrical Other Field 0 5 4 7 2 2 5 0 0 25 
Engineering students which was the 
largest percentage of acceptances con- ment opportunity is whether a student The other important consideration 

sidering all the engineering discip- has had some work related experience —_ was location of employment. 66% of the 
lines. Electrical FE ngineering also had such as in the Co-op program. A study graduates that took jobs stayed in Wis- 
the largest graduating class anditwas — performed by the Detroit Institute of | consin or adjoining states: Illinois, 
also the engineering field most re- Technology Cooperative Education Indiana, Iowa, Michigan and Minne- 
quested by companies which seems to Research Center from 1964-1974 sota. Twenty-eight lucky people moved 
support the law of supply and demand. showed that Co-op student’s recruit- to California, 19 went to Texas, 13 
Mechanical Engineering and Elee- ment yield in terms of persons hired, as went to New York and 13 went to 

trical Engineering both have a sub- a percent of candidates interviewed, Washington. Graduates moved all over 
stantially larger enrollment than the was 13 times higher than for recent the country, but these states had the 
other curriculums. The field that had college graduates. largest percentages of graduates. 
the most employer requests per grad- Ifa graduate is lucky enough to have Enough about the people being 
uate was Nuclear Engineering, only 4 more than one job offer, two of the hired, who’s doing the hiring? Last 
graduates with 23 employers request- more important considerations are year there were 158 companies that 
ing this field. E ngineering Mechanics, salary and location. The average offer employed 357 graduates. It’s interest- 
Metallurgical & Mineral, Mechanical accepted for all engineering depart- ing that 21% of these newly employed 
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graduates were hired by companies 

who did not interview on campus. 
There were four major campus re- 

cruiters: Boeing, General Motors, 

IBM, and Motorola, that employed 25% 
of the hired graduates. The kind of 
work employers requested most were: 

development, design, research, and H el pfu | Reso u rces 
manufacturing & production. Other 

fields of work requested by employers 
are listed in table #2. ea a EH 1] 

by Jim Case books. Specialized study equipment 
Chart #2: y J y such as variable speed tape recorders 

Employer Requests for Job Types. As anew student at Madison, I found and visualteks are provided in librar- 

it useful to collect information on the ies throughout the campus. The 

4 various educational resources on cam- McBurney Resource center provides 
Field of Work ——_—# Employer Requests, pus. One of the great assets this cam- — many other services as well. It is lo- 
Development 137 (62%) pushas going for it is the GUTS/HASH cated at 905 University Ave., Rm. 416. 

; 9 tutorial program. This program is a 
Design Tes, (05%) combination of the Greater University r 
Research 106 (48%) Tutoring Service and Help at Student , 
Manufacturing & Prod. 75 (34%) Housibg: It is the Largest mascctal [oe ie 

; : gram in the country. Students needing 
Process Engineering 64 (29%) help in almost any area of study can 
Product Engineering 59 (27%) use thisservice free of any charge. This z 
Project Engineering 60 (27%) service has three options for students , = 

. : needing help: a SPR ORE KL 2 
Plant Engineering 41 (18%) 1. The Open Hours Study Lounges, Ghee 4H xicwt nm? 3 
Applications/Field Service 37 (17%) which ee available with back- ; a = 

: : or s i. es, engineer- = 
Systems Analysis/Design 38 (17%) ing and carn forbign languspes Ai z 

Sales/Technical Marketing 35 (16%) lounges are located at several libraries 
j 9 and at the Living/Learning Centers. 

Quality Control St (14%) 2. Individual tutors who are assign- Every student should become ac- 

Maintenance 23 (10%) ed to students for help in a specific  quainted with computers, and can eas- 
Construction 13 (6%) aa ae : ' han f ily Sate ae ines with computers 

. 3. Study groups of more than five at the Madison Academic Computing 
Data Processing 13 (6%) people. Center. The Academic Computing 

Consulting 13 (6%) For more information on locations Center is Madison’s main instructional 
Other 38 (17%) and times of Open Hours Lounges and and research computer facility. MACC 

other general information, the GUTS/ offers short courses and workshops 
HASH tutorial office is located at 303 throughout the year to help you make 

Predictions for the number of grad- — Union South Building. the best use of the computer facility. 
uates in the 1984-85 academic year If you are having academic or per- The topics include major languages, 
will be comparable to the 1988-84 total sonal problems, the University Coun- use of the various operating systems, 
of 758; thus one might use these statis- _ seling Service is staffed by professional application areas, and new develop- 
tics as a general guide to what the counselors, psychologists, social work- ments in hardware and software at 
future may hold, but they can’t be a ers, and advanced trainees. They help MACC. 
completely trustworthy indicator. This with study skills, test anxiety, and Several of the short courses and 
is because the future of the business career planning groups that meet for workshops are available on videotape. 
climate is not easily predicted. 1% or 2 hour sessions. As for personal These can be viewed free at the Audio 

A significant factor influencing the | problems, a dealing with depression Visual Service on the third floor of the 

future economy is the presidentialelec- group is offered along with various Wendt Engineering Library. The 
tion in November. A more stable job other groups. There is a small fee for computer center also has free video- 
market is predicted if President Rea- participating in these groups. The tapes available in room B119 of the 
gan is re-elected because business University Counseling Service is lo- MACC that can be checked out. These 

knows what to expect. If Walter Mon- cated on 905 University Ave., Rm. 401. presentations introduce you to the cen- 
dale is elected, business will be uncer- Another great asset to this Univer- ter and to computing in general. The 

tain about how the economy will re- _ sity are the services it offers to dis- center is located’ on the south side of 
spond. It follows that business will abled students. The McBurney Re- Campus, 1210 W. Dayton St. 
delay hiring until thesituationismore — source Center assists disabled students Actually, these are just a few major 

certain. Presently, the Placement Of- in many ways. The center pre-registers resources, there is much more avail- 
fice staff says that the recruiting pro- disabled students in order to assure able to the student on this diverse 

gram for this fall looks good. There conveniently located classes, and the campus. One simply has to pick up a 
have been nocancellations bycompan- McBurney staff can assist visually and copy of the Wheat and Chaff or go to 
ies and the amount of hiring has been learning disabled students in obtain- the Campus Assistance Center to find 

substantial. O ing taped textbooks and braille text- out more. Oo 
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Maximize Your Learning Efficiency 
(ES oS a eS ORT 

Study Strategies: A Guide to Self-discipline in Learning 

ehavior cils, souvenirs, football schedules, 
by Jeff Everts Work Bi material of several subjects on the desk 

, © motivation at once; audible radio or music playing 
The time invested in studying byan study techniques: (studies show that music is tiring) 

undergraduate student amounts to —reading unsatisfactorily distributed lighting (a 
about 6000 hours.* Few students have —note taking good idea is to reflect light from the 
taken as little as 1% of their study time —problem drilling ceiling off a white sheet of paper onto 
to consider developing efficient study —time management your desk) noisy overhead fans; wobbly 
habits and study techniques. Examin- —review techniques or squeeky chairs; insufficient leg 
ation of your study habits and tech- —exarninations room; or too high a desk or table. 
niques is worth-while and can usually —use of resources (lib., prof., etc.) Your own physical and mental con- 
increase learning efficiency by 5% to , ditions contribute significantly to your 
15%.* Even a small increase in learn- ability to concentrate, comprehend, 
ing efficiency can save hundreds of If we look at our list of study condi- and remember. Are you getting enough 
otherwise required study hours. tions we see that first, distractions are sleep (6% to 9 hours per 24 hour day)? 

The learning process involves two to minimized. Be aware of yourself. Do What is your level of exercise? (Exer- 
steps: comprehension and recall.Com- _ youenter into conversations, aimlessly _cising helps develop a good attitude 
prehension, or understanding of anew look around or leaf through books, towards oneself. It stimulates and 
idea requires a motivation and a desire watch others, or daydream? What heightens awareness.) 
to learn. It requires an adequate back- about other distracting conditions: Many students are unaware of their 
ground of related knowledge and usu- _ pictures posted above the study area, diet. All carbohydrates yesterday? 
ally the student’s undivided attention.  clutered desk; post cards, pens, pen- “Only McD. for me!”? A balanced and 
Once the material is understood, the 
student must demonstrate his or her 
competence with it. This is where re- 
call, or remembering the material, is 
required. He or she must be able to iN recall the material on examinations Ff EEN) 
and put it to use in project work, : BoE | 
advanced studies, and after gradua- ft Kai Dy Bie 

tion. Lf in iY (ei) 
The starting point in increasing your t ge aN, yy 

learning efficiency is a self-evaluation : aa Vom ag ails 
of our study conditions and work be- be gg \ Ses if F 
havior. Evaluation of each of the fol- Mm py { 5 al ey 
lowing may help to reveal areas need- Lo SSK SRL or a 
ing development or change. q eS = FF ask es 4 

Study Conditions lA ER 
Ci; . se OE. © auditory distractions in room i oo Loy get 

e visual distractions in room oo Majee Oe Feo 
© personal worries and interests that epi «eS Higbee oe ‘ So 

distract ee ee pa ea . 
© auditory distractions in library GTR . i. Sam ie s 
© visual distractions in library VPS Oo i ea = 
® constancy of study conditions to a we o— & 

: 
e. Sa OR s stimulate study eo Pp Aaa Bi 2 

© posture while studying Ne we z > f/ a 
e adequacy of lighting Ly f / aw 3 
e adequacy of work space \ WN WZ Tp we ° 
e adequacy of materials WS | 
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nutritious diet of fruits, vegetables, ledge established by the old material. study more effectively this time” will 
proteins, breads, cereals, and milk are Amature attitude will help motivate _ help to develop an attitude of motiva- 
required to keep the mind quick and __you to learn. Develop a confident atti- tion toward success. Warnings: do not 
clear and the body healthy and full of tude about yourself in every aspect of compete against others. This is self- 

vitality. the course including getting to know _destructive and can affect your confi- 
Be aware that mental burdens, such _ 2nd feeling at ease with your instructor. dence, self-esteem, and introduce un- 

as problems of health, finances, fam- Allow yourself to be challenged by — due worry and mental fatigue. There 
ily, acceptance by professors or stu- Professors who do not give you the will always be those who know the 
dents, male-female relationships, or | @9swers. They are promoting andde- _ material in their sleep. Do not let your 
other problems can taunt your mind veloping your ability to think crea- perception of them shake you that you 
and decrease your learning efficiency; tively and to research diligently by can not perform to your ability and 
give yourself some peace of mind by making your comprehension “go the thereby make them look all the better. 
recognizing that you have little control _ oul ene 3 ; mI 
over these things. bee Ty | ees i ' qf A ‘ 

Me al Ty ee yaa 
Se i Bg AY _ I ceo, Xe : eo \) 
oe ae SY ‘(cs 

Do you enter into conversa- sesnessaea: ark wine me a 
tions, aimlessly look around So 9=—=-2 1g Gee Gn ee Poy al 
or leaf through books, watch [/////, <5 ee NE La 
others or daydream? Ble — ae (a ti 

Lda -_ . ae 

it _ ak at : 
The second list we consider shows :* oa 5 ee . 

that work behavior has two main . —_ —— | “eo | 
groups: motivation and study techni- — — ’ e. 

ques. The first, motivation, includes : j > 

preparation, attitude, and stimulation. 
Making the right vocational choice “ 

is the initial step in preparation. Am I = : 
a “CE” student because of family pres- 
sure, because of the lack of openings 
available in the field I would much mee _ 
rather be in, or does the school or uni- _ ¢Xtra mile.” Professors who just give One final method to increase motiva- 
versity have a limited curriculum in the answers to your questions and do tion is to tutor others. Being a tutor 
my field of interest? Clearly defining not ask you questions as they proceed _ develops confidence in yourself by re- 
your vocational choice will motivate are weakening your ability to rely  inforcing previously learned material 

you to excel, and apply yourself in that or refreshing forgotten material or 
area. noosa ~=—-s concepts. Both stimulate motivation. 

Do you have the prerequisites or Having field-related work experience 
background knowledge to be able to Even a small increase in learn- will also promote a higher level of mot- 

perform proficiently in the courses + or ivation toward your academic educa- 
enrolled in? If not, the material will 8 efficiency can save hund- tion in that area. 
quickly become too difficult tounder- reds of otherwise wasted The second category of work behav- 
stand and the assignments too time hours. ior is study techniques. Many hours of 
consuming. study are spent reading so read quick- 

Be prepared before the school term ly, at a speed which you can maintain 
begins. Have your text books andfore- © 7 —S—S————C.” —S—"-—«=« SeMttence comprehension and master 
seen supplies purchased and your liv- key terms. The use of a pen/pencil or 
ing situation secured. Donotfindyour- Upon yourself when learning, recall- Color importance scale will make re- 
self in the situation of trying to findan __ ing, or thinking creatively. Ifa profes- | Viewing much quicker and simple, and 
apartmentor aroommatewhencourses Sor asks questions, he or she is trying to will indicate the relative importance of 

start todemand study time or that the patternand guideyourthinkingsoyou the ideas presented in the text, en- 
bookstores are alloutofatextbookand are able to, on your own, tackle asim- bling you to concentrate on the more 
the next reorder shipment will not be _ ilar or an analogous problem. important ideas if review time is short. 

in for 2% weeks. But part of a mature attitude is An example follows. 
Come to class prepared with mate- learning self-motivation. Get more ‘ 

rials read and reviewed if needed. This immediate or progressive goals. The no marks: no need to review 
increases comprehension, understand- knowledge of your progress will make pencil underline: Just skim 
ing, and memory retention of new work much more interesting. Compete pen underline: more Important 
material presented through the foun- against yourself. “The next exam score colored marker: very important; know! 
dation of understanding and know-  Willbehigher than thelastone.” “Iwill 478!" margins: DO NOT FORGET! 
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Another study technique is note tak- Increasing your learning efficiency game. 
ing. Each student develops their own through improving techniques will Plan realistically (and I will star this 
style so I will mention some possible also require you to organize and man- one)!! Organize your time so as to start 

enhancements: leave margins free for age your time well. Scheduling of assignments immediately and get 
additional notes when reviewing; leave classes plays an important part in time them done early. Avoid the rush to get 

every other line blank; useanumberof management and the attitude deve- help from the professor or teaching 

different colored pens to highlight im- _ loped toward classes. Allow time to be assistant or the heavy use of computing 
portant ideas, distinguish between properly prepared for the next class facilities. 
quantities, or separate distinctstepsof having 1) reviewed previously pre- Further evaluation of our study 
a problem; mark portions of the text sented material and 2) developed an techniques involves looking at our re- 
that are not understood and circle the — enthusiastic attitude toward the next view techniques: study with others and 
page numbers so you can find them class. Leave blank periods before quiz each other; write down key points 
later when seeking help. classes that may have in-class exams from the text or the class notes; make 

Problem drilling is another effective or quizzes. (This will give you time to use of the “importance scale” imple- 

technique on our list. Make up your do any last minute preparation and mented when the text book was read 
own problems; then suggest solutions focus your mind on the subject matter the first time, skipping unimportant 
and solve them. This increases your to be examined.) Students should ex- material; write marginal notes; high- 
interest and motivation while ensur- tend their time table to include morn- light the instructor’s lecture notes; at- 
ing your comprehension of the mate- ings (before 9:00 a.m.), evenings (after tend review sessions; predict exam 
rial. Generate day-to-day examples of 5:00 p.m.), and weekends. Plan in questions; work old exams (usually 
engineering principles so that you can ourly periods (This helps make the gap libraries or fraternities keep an exam 

identify with. Anexampleof Newton’s periods useful to the student since uni- file); find out what type of questions 
law, F=ma, could be a person having a  versities usually have courses sche- will be on the exam (short answer, 
mass of 75 KG bouncing off a diving duled in hourly units.) and eliminate numerical, ete.); and review returned 
board into a swimming pool. Study wasted periods. Allow breaks to eat, exams. 
with others, mutually working prob- relax, and socialize. Plan and schedule a 
lems together (if allowed) and discus- non-study activities such as volunteer we - ‘ 
sion is important. work, recreation, or going to a football Individuals each require their 

own special atmosphere for 
effective study. 

Another study technique that is very 
helpful in increasing your learning 
efficiency is using other resources that 

are available to you as a student. Keep 
“ Ya - Z alist of questions and page numbers of 

H: F a LX 4 uncomprehended ideas from the text 
Y and have them answered by your pro- 

4 a fessor or teaching assistant during 
Hous yeu doing p= ZT 2 their office hours. Libraries are an- 

t d 2 c= WNC other bata Many ae magazines 
and audio/visual materials related to 

Oda Y . = | IX P your courses can be found. They will e 2 : ( : 
aid you in your comprehension and 

(Ka recall of a course’s subject matter. 
yen COS Some libraries offer writing laborato- 

(if) XY Ui a! ries where students can get help with 
| pi \\ Ss style, punctuation, and even proof- 
if \\ bl reading in the writing of papers or 
H ii yp Xy reports. : : 

f \/ ( & \ J The final subtopic of work behavior 
, \ Vb is exam taking and as far as that is 

| j ( y “4 4 concerned, make sure you have had 
}) \ ; ae adequate rest and go into the exam 
LE < As with confidence, being fully convinced 
Sa \ ener that you have studied the material tho- 
a Das on roughly and that you will do well. Tr aR Vee : < Gy fh i ja rN f _ We have examined our study condi- 

j at ui Pat nee aul t tions and work behavior in an attempt 
ia Lie | Tle a he h ae to improve our learning efficiency. To 
fe iW « dal heh a ihe \ f 2 this end we need to keep physically fit, 
el) OO seeds | 3 mentally fit, and apply ourselves dili- 

4 j Deis iy | i 8 gently, remembering that increasing 
ioe] foe Uap ea s our learning efficiency is also a learn- 

one 2 ing process. o 

Some Communication SKUS © -mxransuten: wry peas cm 
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Alternatives to Library Study 
(SE Se A US PANTO I] 

by Ann Schwichtenberg SNCS) i een 

Information inundation. It seems to ™ ct core. hone IEG wa Ae a 
set in earlier every year. We’ve all met ee — te ye. aw, | 
up with the game already this semes- ee. ee Oe 
ter. So you thought you couldn't get 3 Mi Th seeing “T_T ee at epee ee wy ee } 
behind in your classes in just a few E-EE ‘En, Hae rT dig ee pe B ig sa we 

weeks - hah! Whatare the rules ofthis =2e Sy ’ eae on Ga Ne ra % 
game? How can we win? TTY | 2a i t [ag im Ae Be ee, 

The game of information inundation | aie , =F og gs 
is played by most students twice a ee pic le ed ee a 
year. It’s one of the Wisconsin tradi- ; oi se _ 4 rete 
fonetacem iy colleeiates cura ne s ae _* ‘ ® Seal oo . <0 li 
for cover and often leaves them wit! bear eee nei ane 
sordid memories of a game in which a = plas ale cae 2 he as ip : Ph, 4 Pee ns 
the prowess required is for organiza- [a 0MMEr orice 2 eta: os on ees ear re | : 
tion, communication and memoriza- eee MMMM ~ . mg A> ee a ck | ae ey 

‘Studying’, of course, is the term — 9 9 = 0 0 8 Pa rina / 
we've all chosen to collectively des- 7 le — as 
cribe these skills, and we've all hada [9 @5 8 000 G0 
chance to learn that it is a very psycho- Cl ..  rt—™eC 
logical activity. Individuals each re- § |= | |G 8 
quire their own special atmosphere for § 3 8 9 4 8 

Oe o 

You don’t need tobe sucked = == 2 
into the library zone unwill- é 
ingly. a 

effective study. Unfortunately, we’ve . . 
each had the chance to experience the do we find study niches with just our where an engineer can study and 
hassles which erupt when a room- _ type of pizazz? Here are a few sugges- still absorb the pros and cons of 
mates study habits vary markedly tions: Reaganomics. Take note of the art 
from our own, “Geez, do we need to 1. Gilman Lounge — found on the majors’ drawing pads - we could fit 
listen to DEVO at that volume? I’ve got first floor of Bascom Hall, right an entire thermodynamics problem an exam tomorrow. My grade, my across from the Commerce build- on one of those pages! 
degree, my life depends on it!” And, of ing. Here’s the place to go if you're 3. Cole Beach — found near the Cole- 
course, there’s always the discourag- in search of an atmosphere which is Sullivan dorms on Lakeshore. Cole 
ing reply, “I can’t study any other fairly quiet and away from the usual Beach is fairly close to the engineer- 
way!” engineering haunts. You won’tsee a ing campus and the perfect place to 

It is often these conflicts over study belt suspending a calculator in this crack a book and catch a few rays. 
atmosphere which eventually drives bunch (basic black calculator cases While the weather is warm, you'll 
one’s roommate out the door and into clash with argyle). also be able to enjoy the sounds of 
the streets in search of the perfect 2. Rathskeller — we all know where tennis and softball. Watch out for 
study niche. These wayward players of that is. Not much can be written the frisbees. 
the information game might often set here which hasn’t already been writ- 4. The Pub — the one and only on 
off for the nearest library, but, for ten about this campus legend. State Street. A study niche which 
some, libraries are much too con- Again, this is a place where you can might be described as earthy and 
strained and staid. What if crypt-like get away from the ordinary engi- spacious? The atmosphere is set by 
silence makes the hair on one’s neck neering crowd and into the land of the sound of video games in the 
stand straight? Certainly that isn’t con- political controversy and purple background and mugs sliding a- 
ducive to concentrated study. Where hair. Here’s a place of diversity cross the bar. Get there early in the 
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day for a window seat, you'll be able 
to practice your rate-on-sight skills there. This is also a 
place where those forty pages of the problem set you are y 
finishing won’t get shuffled off the table...they’ll stick WE RE LOOKING 
tight. 

— ., FOR PEOPLE 
oT Ww WHO CAN 

neers a . 

Pe = | THE OBVIOUS... 
ea! | 

| | ee An 

Bob a ae 

oa ii a | . 

olg — mmeienng  He 
|. 1 7 ply pine Vai 

ff. ; , : 4 ai fe: ny 
8 4 | s he ub te A 

— a 1 : | i 

eo | nal, 
| : a wy Vee 

ak oat pe sy: Mil 
. P| [ : LOF Glass is on the il 
; i - move. We are seek- sae i sf 

| ing graduates who Ae cattle 
pana want “change” and Ae rae Vi i 

“innovation” as part \ i ag er 
: of the daily routine: 

. S those who can see 
SS. “sera, = beyond the obvious. During the past year, LOF 

ed ———— 4 3 Glass has restructured and divested, and the 
we 4 -. . =. € future holds acquisition. 

—_ : re — 3S As an employee of LOF Glass, you will con- 
- tribute to strengthening its position as one of 

5. Library Mall — found outside Memorial Library. If you the world’s largest manufacturers of automotive 
like to study outside and in the midst of a kaleidoscope of glass and a major supplier of flat glass for 

sights and sounds, this is your niche and it definitely has many industrial and construction markets. You 
pizazz! Bands, jugglers, venders, politicians, preachers; will be part of a Fortune 500 company and 
they’re all right there. You’ve seen the mall before, but have opportunities for advancement. 
next time you’re there take a closer look around, some | ; oo. 
people actually are studying though they aren’t the ones We will be interviewing 
immediately obvious to the casual observer. You may on campus 

want to exercise your mechanical pencil here. October 31, 1984 
Although the few places described barely even represent a 7 : 

cross-section of the ‘off beat’ study niches on campus, per- Mechanical Engineers 

haps it will give you the motivation to look for your own Electrical Engineers 
niche. Take time to examine where you study both efficiently Contact your Placement Office 

and happily. You don’t need to be sucked into the library for further information 
zone unwillingly. You’ll be spending much of your time in 
study here at the University of Wisconsin - do it right! Good 

Luck digging out the game of information inundation! 0 LOF Glass 

Libbey-Owens-Ford Company 

Toledo, Ohio 
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A breakthrough in astronomy 

by Christoper Olson oe ae oe ee 

The year 1986 iseagerly anticipated = = ee ae : mc 
by the entire scientific community bee oo 
causeitisthetimescheduledbyNASA —— gmumaye = agency ws so 8 
for placing the Space Telescope into See _— 
orbit. hr” r—“‘“‘(‘(‘“(“‘<‘“SR’SC*OC*z*CwzCzSCi‘SCOCONCOCé;COC®C 

In 1610, the Italian scientist Galileo = of ol 
Galilei used his telescope to catch man’s oS en o> \ I foe 
first glimpse of what was really out 9 | TTT Vyrerrerers weearemaze || | 
there. Over 350 years passed before we a i al i 6 i i oe el « } j Po 
made our second major step into the \ light fe dnp a | 
universe. Spacecraft, carrying arrays _ one age ere ere ™ 4 _ 
of scientific instruments, computers, | yk sse epee NV sisi seen al Fad im 
and radios, were launched past thefil- UU I | L 
teringeffectsoftheatmospheretopho == NS 7 | ro LS 
tograph and sample worlds other than a = Super eT a 

ee ourown.Andnow,theSpaceTelescope = oe tee ame ey a — a 
promises to be the next step in man’s be ff errrrtr”t—“—t—“‘“‘“a ECOL 
conquest for knowledge beyond the eee ne Sapient be ao 
earth. Se alee eee —_ : : i [0 eet CE 

The Space Telescope will be be a ££ 
abletoviewavolumeofspace = lL 

350 times larger than is now 4 basic diagram of the construction of the Space Telescope. 
possible. 

This new observational tool may open panels that will supply a minimum of 
Ss door that is now barely ajar. When 2400 watts. This payload will be trans- 

the Space Telescope is fully operational ported by one of the 1986 shuttle mis- 
Observing through the atmosphere we may see, among other wonders, the _ sions which will be able to place the 

into space, even with our most sophis- universe as it was much earlier in its load no higher than 515 km above the 
ticated telescopes, is a problem-ridden history. It may even be possible to view earth. Pictures and other scientific 

enterprise. Even under the most ideal the period just after the formation of | data will be converted to electronic 
viewing conditions, whichonly occura the universe, an estimated 15 billion _ signals and then transmitted via high- 
few times a year, only certain wave- years ago! From its perch above the gain antenna at a rate of one megabit 
lengths of the electromagnetic spec- earth we will be able to make observa- per second. This data is received on 

trum willever reach the ground. Look- tions at a distance nearly seven times _ earth from Tracking and Data Relay 
ing out through the atmospheric en- greater, translating to a volume of — Satellities in geosychronous orbits 
velope that surrounds the earth is like space 350 times larger than we are 35,680 kmover the Atlantic and Pacific 
looking up from the bottom of a pond. now capable of viewing. Oceans. 
The light becomes distorted and causes Asa whole, these quantum leaps for What else besides the billion-plus 
us to see blurred images. The Space —_ astronomy will be marvelous once the _ tag makes the Space Telescope so spe- 
Telescope won’t encounter such diffi- telescope is in orbit, but without excel- _ cial? Five scientific instruments, four 
culties from its orbit 500 km above the lent supporting systems the effort | U.S.andone European, will be housed 
earth. As a result the instrument will would all be for naught. The station behind the primary mirror. The Wide 
be able to detect objects 50 times dim- _ itself will have a launch weight of | Field/Planetary Camera has a com- 
mer than any of its predecessors, and 25,000 Ibs., a length of 43.5 ft., anda _ plex grouping of instrumentation and 
will be able to operate for a full 40% of diameter of 14 ft. Power for the system mirrors; it will split the field of view 
the day on average. will be supplied by two large solar into four separate portions. A part of 
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the image is received on each target 

plate and is then subdivided into 
640,000 pixels (picture elements). The Z roy 

two main functions of the camera are ate ew a, 

to permit examination of large areas of ey | $i, 

space for special plotting purposes, aie Lo Ee t ‘ a 

and to provide planetary observations aie . eee ee 
comparable to those provided by the ——e ‘ 4 <= mo “ae ; 
two Voyager spacecraft. The Faint {/)"=— 33 Tos |) 4 iw al Jags Tae 

Object Spectrograph is a versatile 4 |i 4 ig | 4 ... , Tre gn Lore ‘a Sinan 

instrument that can obtain the spectra He eee | io 2 0 RS sas 

of extremely faint astronomical objects fry, BEEN ie See ie, | _ ae | 

over a wide range of wavelengths. By .. . ~~ +i Ss © ee } ie Ae | 

carefully studying the emission spec- a ae 4 ee 

tra of stars it will be possibleforusto © =  -—— SI ; ncacaee 
learn more about the chemical compo- lignes tof | eo ” 
sition of the universe. The High Reso- _, Renin an) — “BS * =! lution Spectrograph will be able to © ph. . wa as Tcl oe ye oc. jg MEE 

use the full resolving capability of the | gag J Via bere hs oe ‘ ae 7 f i 

telescope to see much dimmer objects : Cen Cage of fe eae 

than previous spaceborne instruments. _ Oe cemmetiitanesesss 2 

This extremely fine resolution means = 7 co a ° . & 

that individual stars in crowded fields . ° ae 
will easily stand out, the binary stars evaluation, and testing the Madison- Telescope project has come under 

will be able to be differentiated so that | made device. However, the detailed heavy fire from groups both inside and 
each star can be studied separately. design and construction was carried _ out of the scientific community. After 
The Faint Object Camera, built by out by a group of engineers and techni- 18 months, some $400 million in cost 
the European Space Agency, is cap- cians headed by Evan Richards at the overruns, and a, heroic engineering 

able of photographing stars of the 28th Space Science and Engineering Cen- effort by NASA, the problems which 
magnitude, four orders of magnitude ter and by the Astronomy Depart- have delayed the Space Telescope have 

dimmer than any other device has ever ment’s Space Astronomy Laboratory. been largely overcome. In the after- 

been able to observe. (The human eye Since the Project began six years ago, math of the development crisis, NASA, 

can barely detect 6th magnitude stars, approximately 50 studens have worked Congress, and the astronomical com- 

and the brightest star has magnitude on the project with nearly 35 faculty munity have been taking their first 

1.) The exposure time for the dimmest currently associated with it. Funding hard look at the agency’s plan for such 

objects might be as long as 10 hours, for the work being done here comes mundane essentials as spare parts, 

not possible from a ground-based tele- directly from NASA’s budget alloca- | maintenance, and refurbishment. All 

scope. tion. of the Space Telescope’s most critical 

The fifth scientific instrument is of Why was Wisconsin selected over so components are designed to be re- 

particular interest to us here at the many other institutions? The main _ placed by astronauts, with visits only 

UW. The High Speed Photometer is reason is because the University of | when something goes wrong. In prac- 

being built, with funding from NASA, Wisconsin is so prominent in the field tice, it raises the vision of failed in- 

here at the university. Professor Bless, of space astronomy. In the late 1950’s, | struments, interrupted or lost science, 

with the Space Astronomy Lab and the about the same time NASA wasform- emergency flights, and urgent sup- 

Space Science and Engineering Cen- ed, the astronomy department became _ plemental budget requests. Especially 

ter, are the principal parties involved apioneerinresearchanddevelopment disturbing is the fact that there are no 

on the project. The HSP is designed to of new observational equipment. The backups whatsoever for the scientific 

provide accurate observatons of the Washburn Observatory wasthefirstto instruments. If one should fail, the sta- 

total amount of light from an object in develop photoelectric techniques for tion would have to be brought back to 

space, note any fluctuations in bright- viewing our universe, another exam- Earth to be repaired and the returned. 

ness on a time scale down to a microse- ple of this was the first stellar space This extra trip alone would add mil- 

cond, and to detail any fine shapes or observatory, the Orbiting Astronomi- _ lions onto the replacement cost of the 

structures associated with the light cal Observatory built bythe UW Space _ failed device. Quite aside from the cost 

source. The instrument will be espe- Astronomy Lab. This tradition liveson of the shuttle flight are the problems 

cially valuable to astronomers for today with Professors Bless, Code,and posed by landing 25,000 pounds of 

establishing calibration standards for Savage working on the Space Tele- exquisitely aligned optics. Finally, 

faint stellar objects. Because the scope, Professor Nordsieck working on with the suttle only able to raise the 

brightness of objects will be ascer- Wisconsin Ultraviolet Photo Polariza- telescope to 515 km, atmospheric drag 

tained in fine detail, the relation of tion Experiment, and Professor And- __ will require it to be reboosted approx- 

stars to each other and their distances erson working on still another tele- imately every nine months. Will the 

from the earth will be established scope, for the shuttle. Wisconsin’s cli- | Space Telescope produce all that ex- 

much more precisely than at present. mate is less than ideal for land-based pected from it? Will the staggering 

The design and construction of such astronomical observations. Therefore, costs of building what is hoped to be 

a complex instrument requires a coor- our professors have the choiceofeither the most advanced “astronomical 

dinated effort from people with widely working on space projects or traveling laboratory” known to man pay off? By 

varying areas of expertise. Professor great distances to a more suitable cli- | mid 1986 the world will decide as 

Bless has overall responsibility for mates for astronomy. Space Telescope assumes its lofty 

design, construction, performance Looking past our campus, the Space __ perch high above. Oo 
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A Perilous Homecoming 
LSI 0 aE ES 

by Charles Spengler | 

You're in college, your parents want |] 7) Gear : — 
to see you. They miss you. Can you [aU | a fo fy A : 
blame them? You say to yourself, “I’ve [7 a Cor _ 
got the time, I’ve got the bucks, why a 7 bee . fs . fe | 
not?” So there you are, Friday at 3:00 Lee : i x 7 — a! “ 

with your backpack full of books and Decsemee! ot on b Mr *O)) 
your garbage bag full of clothes. Wait ‘amen a? | rm (‘<S f° @ 
a moment—books? That’s right, no 7p \\ vet \ 4 re 7 > is 
matter what happens, you've gothome- J Aware a: 1 i _ _ 5 in“ 
work to do. aL @\ ae Sea: | at > 

After an exhausting bus ride yOU i tye cisssg sii (ep) ae oo if ee 

walk across town to the yard and house eee a FiGd ‘fh 
that you call home. Everything still \ a ———- |= 
looks the same, - oe ee ‘ 
There is a large dog staring up at you pais — = | —— a : ‘ a 

with a toothy grin ready to slobber all eT ne Y | 
over you. You're thinking, “we don’t ae ia. . “= [= 
own a dog,” and it’s thinking, “I know Bl Cr ‘ 
the smell, but can’t place the face.” The ——<—— “ <_< | g 
dog decides to take a closer look. Paws \ _ ‘ : —— = 
on shoulders, it gives you a sizing up. \ _ 2 
You wonder when the dog will remove 7 ~ s 
your head. The dog’s verdict is “O.K.” 2 
and signals it with a hearty tongue 
shake. Thoroughly drenched, you _ is going and how she got an “A” in her available to mow the lawn or perform 
stumble through the door into your Comparative Realities class. She tells some other mundane chore. Another 
mother’s arms. you about her new boyfriend and the aspect of this rule is to always store 

Well, not exactly into mom’s arms. Rush concert she went to. She asks your provisions in your room ahead of 
You sort of hunt around the house for — what you’ve been doing, and you have time. If you’re in the kitchen you’re live 
her, then she hugs you and strains to answer “homework.” Finally all the bait for mom. Be grateful this doesn’t 
three ribs. Mom is really glad to see. ~~ ___ also apply to the bathroom. 
you. She loads you down with the ton of ’ The second rule that comes to mind 
questions she always asks. “How are Clausen s Rule states that is Clausen’s rule. Clausen’s rule states 
your classes? Have you been eating all MUSIC styles should match the that music styles should match the 
of your broccoli and chewing it com- concepts and content of the concepts and content of the material 
pletely (as opposed to swallowing it * . . being studied. A prime example of this 
whole)? Have you met any new girls (or material being studied. is that heavy metal doesn’t go well with 
boys) that you like? Have you been © 77" _ any math above 221. The reason is that 
changing your underwear regularly?” questions have been answered, you upper level math classes are full of 
And finally, “have you been staying find yourself alone and hypnotized by intricate and complex concepts best 
awake in your lectures and have you the pile of books in front of you. You suited to classical piano concertos. On 
been doing your homework?” You “yes __ feel yourself beginning to panic. the other hand, heavy metal is a bru- 
mom” your way through this line of Don’t panic. tally to-the-point style that is more fit- 
inquiry until you hit the word “home- There are ways to enjoy the comforts ting for math 99-114. Another exam- 
work.” You falter, but are saved by — of home while studying. The few pit- ple is that Chemistry does not go with 
your little sister. falls can easily be avoided by following funk. The rationale is that Chem. is a 

Your little sister runs in and gives a few easy rules and practicing a few very formal science, but funk is a very 
you a hug that would take out a high clever tricks. loose and informal art form. Funk is 
school J.V. linebacker, smothers you First, under no circumstances should perfect for Physics. 
with kisses, (assuming you were on her you listen to music without using head- Another thing to consider while at 
good side when you left) and strains phones. The logic behind this is that if home is that your family will want you 
three more ribs. Sister isn’t so little | your mother hears the music she will 
anymore. She tells you how her school automatically assume that you are (continued on page 20) 
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Mianucrcoancs cee In the nuclear Navy, you learn Went nCr nm it Pacific or = 
= There-are 4600 tons ofnuclear- _ quickly. Over half of America’s _ the Atlantic, wherever you — 
Eines Mc lonitralteraeie Cel nuclear reactors are in the move around the world, you'll= 

you. Your mission-to preserve Navy. And that means you get be moving up in your career" 
=the peace. _ hands-on experience fast. __ and in the Navy. === 

D'Chttah eee omer cel tets ire) You get rewarded fast, too. © ~—= Find out more.about.an =— 
practice missile launch. Every- With a great starting salary of —exciting-future thaf_you can = 
thing about the sub is state-of- _ $22,000 that can build to as 0 re 
the-art, including you. much as $44,000 after five years. —See your Navy Recruiter or= 
The exercise-a success.You’re And with training and skills -CALL 800-327-NAV¥.— 

part of that success and now you'll use for a lifetime. fe i (Sian ees 
youre riding high. Then, whether you're in the ear 

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.



Engineer’s Library 
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h istenti easures of Engineerin The Existential Pleas f Eng g 
by Hassan Syed Se ee ssi | . j : NO 9p ellie A new philosophy has been gaining : a / - a es 
currency since the mid-1960’s. It holds a a i ge. — ,hlUcCX 
technology to be the root of all the prob- & . wisconsin oS - ae . 7 
lems our society faces today. Jacques AY eS ee — |. 
Ellul, the founding father of the anti- \ —— ae. Se a 7 
technology movement, claims that fo od = & _ — 
technique and technology have become j ' \he a 2 i _—_? ee s oo 
monsters that cannot be controlled. a \ Existential “By 2 -.. 
Ellul’s definition of technique includes 4 Pleasuresof Jay — es 4 
not only the machines, but all effi- ti ah Engineering | ns ote | le a4 : . * . % “A ~ ~~, | to, ciency and organization. According to > ‘ Ps smd han A be wit _ 
Ellul the search for efficiency has be- eo Aho a ee _— 
come an end in itself. After establish-  “S°™So so Reon — — : — 
ing technology as an evil force, the IRs. , ‘el — ~~ _— 
antitechnologists go on to depict the Vee Se | a 8 
average citizen asa helpless slave who so S94 . ens % Vila a 
is forced to perform work he detests, =: Sagas be SN PY) ee a -— 
and driven by the evil forces to con- Bw 9itls _ hk “ 
sume things he does not want. on Fant “ . iV .. 

Engineers, as proponents of technol- La ee 2. aN be. — 
ogy, have taken much of the criticism pad ee ‘/. S) as a) 
directed towards technology. Samuel ee ~ _ , ae 
Florman, an engineer, has set out to — oo _ -S.—llUlUCUD 
absolve the engineers from these alle- sual be ae _— = 
gations in his book “The Existential in ,  -* | . = Pleasure of Engineering.” Florman Sa | Be g 
has forcefully and passionatelytriedto | = = sss $s ss | ——— | = 
convincereadersthatonesinglegroup, (7 = = = a ONS 2 
such as engineers, should not beheld ,; . 7 wk & 2 
responsible for all the problems creat- _..__._._i‘i‘i(éy:CO(CBC#C nD é 
a 2 nna eaae ee arene There's more than one way to enjoy the existential pleasures of engineering. 
sible for the consequences that resulted ment. were more moral, problems such as 
from its use of technology. Florman refutes the antitechnolog- environmental crises, would never 

Florman vehemently opposes the _ ist’s claim that exploitation of masses occur. However, the proponents of im- 
view that technology issomething that has increased because of technology. proved morality in engineering are 
has escaped human control. He des- He denies the argument that decisions silent about government agencies. In 
cribes technology as one of the activi- are made by technocrats whoaresafely | Samuel Florman’s opinion it is not only 
ties people engage in. He supports his insulated from popular sentiments by _ impossible, but also dangerous to for- 
viewpoint by quoting philosopher pointing to changes in legislation con- mulate a moral code for engineers. He 
Daniel Callahan who said that“manis, cerning abortion, divorce, and porno- asserts that the vagueness of terms 
by nature, a technological animal; to graphy. According to Florman, the such as “public interest” and “moral 
be human is to be technological.” How- _ world today is moving away from rigid judgment” have made it difficult to 
ever, Florman does concede that tech- class structure of olden days. The slaves define ethical behavior. Also it is not 
nological advancement appears to be are free, and those who were disen- difficult to find experts with differing 
independent of human direction and it franchised can now vote. We only have opinions on virtually every technical 
is so because technology is determinis- to look at the underdeveloped nations issue. According to Florman, an engi- 
tic. It causes other things to happen _ to see that exploitation is not propor- neer cannot do his best work if he is 
that cannot be predicted in advance. tionate to technological advance. If excessively apprehensive and anxious 
Still, he argues thatitisnot technology anything, the opposite is true. about the ethical value of his every 
but human impulse that precedes and Recently, the emerging train of 
underlies each technological develop- thought has been that if the engineers (continued on page 20) 
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How to pick an engineering career 
International Paper—a com- Make sure management is 
pany that historically hires technically oriented. a. 
more graduating engineers than Engineers do best in ; : 
all other disciplines . companies where management . : i 
combined—offers some advice understands the challenges. it j i 3 
on one of the toughest deci- IP’s chairman and presi- gaggagr f | 
sions you'll ever make. dent are both engineers. So ay a a 

are many other senior / _ le , 

Look for a real challenge. management executives and al Oo «a 
Engineers are vital to many line managers. Manage- a ee.” : 

companies with real technical ment understands the = en. | le = 
problems to solve. technical needs of the Engineers find important challenges at International Paper. 

At International Paper, businesses, and supports the 

engineers in every discipline... people who contribute to Get a good start. 
electrical, chemical, mechani- solutions. ; . 

cal, industrial, civil, computer IP's Technical Career 
science, and more...face Program orients you = 

: : . . company, exposes you to the 

Pe egy TY Joan industry yay ech ese Path 
in a process that’s more leader. ; available, and helps you select 
energy-intensive than A company’s size and successive job assignments 
aluminum...how to design strength affect the resources that match your talents, ex 

automated packaging systems you have to work with, the perience, and interests with 

to match the speed of today’s impact your work can have, the needs of the company. 
production lines...how to and the range of oppor- From the beginning, both on- 

reduce waste and squeeze max- tunities available to you. | the-job and classroom train- 
imum value out of an International Paper isa ing help you to improve your 

evermore-costly fiber resource. Fortune 100 company, with own abilities and build a 

ee sales over $4.4 billion in rewarding career. And you 
ee gees —— 2 - 1983. IP makes more paper choose your own long-term 

2 ae — y= than all of Scandinavia. We're —_—_direction—a continuing and 
7 = oone of the world’s leading expanding role in technology 
i ag ‘ il re = E producers of paper packaging, or a move into managerial 
—.. ae WS and a growing force in solid ranks. 
eg Oe {=~ wood products. IP is also the Opportunities for quality 
ae | ee, world’s largest private owner engineers are available at 

= ~~ 2) Of forestland, with over seven _— many of our mills and other 
TT million acres. Every share of facilities throughout the coun- 

industry lee, amalaeuring facies make san TP stock is backed by one- try...from Androscoggin, 
seventh of an acre of wholly- Maine to Mobile, Alabama to 

. owned land. Gardiner, Oregon. 
You’ll be solving some of 

the challenges from the ground 

ee, ak yeas ‘o Ene. Check your placement office to see if we will be inter- 
nize and expand paper mills, viewing on campus...or send us a letter detailing your 

packaging plants, and solid , academic background and career goals. Write to: 
wood products facilities. One Manager-Corporate Recruiting, Department ECM, 

such project: the world’s most International Paper Company, 
advanced containerboard mill, 77 West 45th Street, New York, New York 10036. 

completed in Louisiana at a @) INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY 

enst wi more than $600 An equal opportunity employer, M/F



(continued from page 16) 3. Pizza should not be eaten while — (continued from page 18) 
studying Poli. Sci.; you may start to move. He argues that we cannot expect 

to have dinner with them. That’sokay; think about Italy’s governmentinstead the engineer to do an environmental 
or is it? You’ve developed completely _ of your assignment. impact study for each assignment he 
different eating habits and table man- 4. Don’t eat or drink anything when _ receives. However, we can subject him 
ners. You must remember to leave the doing Econ. problems; you may become to work under guidelines established 
silverware at the table instead of pock-__ to preoccupied with the flavor of your _ by public agencies and monitored by 
eting it. The same goes for glasses, supplies and ignore the demands of the engineers employed by the public. plates, bowls, and serving utensils. your homework. Technology and ultimately the engi- 
Also, don’t go looking for a cashier to 5. Don’t read Botany texts in the neers are blamed for the environ- turn the television to your favorite presence of plants. Would you want to mental crisis that is upon us. In fact, soaps; your house probably doesn’t be around when someone was looking environmental crises did not occur have a TV in the kitchen, let alone a at cross-sections of the human body? from technological neglect, but be- cashier. Remember-eat slowly, it may 6. Always listen to the Dead Ken- cause nobody looked at the total pic- be awhile before you get another good nedys when reading assignments for ture. Environmental problems result- home-cooked meal. Lit. classes so that you don’t fallasleep. ed from an accumulation of appar- Here are a few additional points to In conclusion, studying at home can __ ently error-free decisions. Nature has remember: bea breeze if you take precautionsand —_ enough resilence to cope with pollution 

1. Don’t listen to Twisted Sister follow the rules. Ifyoudothisassoonas caused by small sources. This capacity 
while graphing things; it will warp you get home you will have plenty of | of nature to absorb and cleanse is your lines and straighten your curves. time to spend with the family and/or —_ assumed as a given prameter in engi- _2. Always teeter on your chair to that special someone you left behind. neering design. It is the accumulation give you the proper perspective while Remember, all study and no play will _ of thousands of such sources that results 
reading Poe. drive you off the deep end, sohavefun. _in a major crisis. Therefore, the engi- 

© neering profession should not be put on 

a 8 § trial; rather, it should be the politi- 
cians, and government who have failed 

(continued from page 4) covered in each class, putting less to do long range planning. If the 
emphasis on grades and moreonlearn- government had asked the engineers 
ing, having one big library containing _ to do long range planning to avoid 

Better advising procedures were re- all materials needed in engineering, 
commended by three of the students. combining mineral nema with 
“Strive for and require better, more civil engineering because of the sim- «egg. ¢ ° . 
frequent and more helpful consulting ilarity in classes, and making the en- i oda only impossible, but 
and advising sessions between engi- gineering program five years long 4!SO dangerous to formulate a 
neering students and their faculty (isn’t it already?) One hostile non- moral code for engineers.” 
advisor. Students don’t seem to take as Greek declared, “Kick out the frat 
much advantage of their advisor’s boys!” Andsomeone else (who obviously 
knowledge as they should. Maybe re- _hasn’t been here long) said that no 
quiring a certain amount each semes- _ change is needed, since everything in _ pollution they would have done so hap- 
ter would help. I wish I had done that!” the College of Engineering is just fine. _ pily. But in the absence of such request, 

Another opinion, expressed by three = acaba relating environmental crisis to engi- 
of the respondents, was to lower the aes oes  . neering error seems unjustified. 
grade point admissions requirement. Ste: ~~ Florman proclaims that in a world 
“The required GPA’s to get into engi- Probe | dominated by subtle and devious poli- 
neering are outrageous since they pro- ao : ticians and entreprenuers, the engi- 
hibit many very capable students from a eee neers have been too honest and sincere 
pursuing the career of their choice.” i vee to function clicetnne yf time for 
Recommendations made by two stu- engineers to become a bit more savvy 

dents each included: making engineer- 1 NEERING DEADLINES and aggressive, to have more say in the 
ing education more technical, and hav- Day to Add Courses way things are handled. He claims that 
ing the curriculum be more individ- | as Day to Drop Courses if engineers could move away from 
ualized, so that each student could take + Day to Drop Courses , 8 their drafting tables to infiltrate S0- 
whatever classes he feels would most ~ a appearing on Transcript 2 ciety as leaders of corporations, uni- 

benefit himself. “sgt Day to File Pass / Fail 2 versities, governmental agencies, and 
Many improvements were suggested st Vay Withdraw 2 community groups, society’s chances 

by only one student each. One Wiscon- Yay to Lat = of coping with its problems would be 
sinite thought that out-of-state enrol- a Withdraw s markedly enhanced. 
Iment should be decreased, whilean- = 1 fo Wind £ Samuel Florman has done a great 
other student thought that all enroll- service for the engineering profession 
ment should be decreased. Greater Most people, however, would agree by standing up against the anathema 
funding for the departments was sug- that there are steps that can be taken to of antitechnology. It is about time en- 
gested as a way to provide more and make the UW a better place to get a gineers’ voices be heard in the upper 
better equipment and facilities for good education. If changes are ever to echelons of society. In Florman’s 
classes, especially labs. Other recom- be made people are going to have to words, “it is time for the engineering 
mendations were: making non-engin- make their suggestions and ideas clear profession to grow up. Its problem is 
eers take more engineering classes, to the people who can do something not lack of morality, but rather lack of 
decreasing the amount of material about the problems. o maturity.” a 
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laser system: 
Or evaluate primary sensor performances of school. If you’re qualified and selected, we’ll pay 

multimillion dollar satellites? 75% of your tuition. Those with special 
Or manage millions of dollars a year in qualifications can even study full time, at no cost. 

defense contracts? So plug into the Air Force. Because when it 
The Air Force, that’s who. comes to technology, the Air Force can help you 
If you’re a talented, motivated electrical achieve great sophistication at a very tender age. 

engineer or plan to be, you don’t have to wait to For more information call toll-free 
work with the newest, most sophisticated 1-800-423-USAF (in California 1-800-232- 

technology around. USAF). Better yet, send your resume to 
You can do it now, as an Air Force officer HRS/RSAANE, Randolph AFB, TX 78150. 

working as an electrical engineer. There’s no obligation. 
Don’t get us wrong. We don’t hand it to you 

on a silver platter. You have to work for it. Hard. 
But if you do, we’ll give you all the 

responsibility you can handle. And reward you well AIM hl ce 
for taking it. 

You’ll get housing, medical and dental care — AIR FORCE 
and excellent pay that increases as you rise in rank. 

Plus there are opportunities to attend graduate A great place for engineers
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These are revolutionary This transformation of 
Convert the changes that can result in manufacturing from the past 

di t e l e better-made products, manu- __ to the future creates a need 
o vO factured of new materials at for new kinds of engineers to 
a P uc ton . me lower cost. design and operate factories 

5 GE is deeply involved in of the silicon age. They have wn 

or into a frontier bringing manufacturing into to be as familiar with the reali- 
ee oe the silicon age. In one plant, ties of the assembly line as 

a @F of. cn ea ti wity. electronics and computer sys- _ with the protocols of software 
LL ——,_— ts enable ustoreduce pro- communications. 

- ‘tow duction time of a locomotive's They will synchronize 
xe Ss diesel engine frame from 16 dozens of real-time systems 
ogcga2d The cast-iron technology of days to 16 hours. Atour dish- whose slightest move affects 
=om a the factory will soon be silicon washer production plant, a the performance of every 
nn OS technology. master computer monitors a other system. The frontiers of 

“ Chips and computers trans- distributed system of pro- manufacturing technology 
fer design information directly _ grammable controls, robots, have been thrust outward. Old 

c to the factory floor. Other automated conveyors, ideas have been questioned, 
2 c chips make possible flexible assembly equipment and new ones probed. Some ideas 
s 3 robotics, programmable con- —_quatity control stations. are now on production lines. 
Ss 82 trollers for machine tools, auto- — We're working on robots Others are still flickers of light 
oS 3° mated test systems and digital that can see, assembly sys- in an imagination. 
ee ¢ 3 inspection cameras. Local tems that hear, and machin- All offer opportunities for 
52,8 = area networks tie together all ery that can adapt to changes _ you to seek, to grow, and to 
SYS 85 these systems. and perhaps even repair itself, | accomplish. = 7 eS 4. 

SS SST 
oe Ifyou can dream it, 

youcan doit.
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